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1.!Introduction!!

Since 2004, a number of interrelated controversies have surrounded proposals to site a 

liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal near Astoria, Oregon. Among them, Bradwood Landing 

and OregonLNG proposals made the most progress (California Energy Commisson, 2011; 

Sickinger, c, 2014) in the review process.  Originally, the proposals called for the construction of 

an import and regasification terminal on the mouth of Columbia River. However, in middle 

2010, due to many reasons such as the boom in oil production in the US from the practice of 

hydraulic fracturing (Sickinger, a, 2010), the collapsing domestic gas price and stiff local 

opposition (Sickinger, b, 2011) both companies announced their plans to retrofit their proposals 

for exporting LNG.  

Proposed LNG facilities sparked vehement local opposition because of the significant 

costs to the surrounding communities (Shorack, a, 2013; Ramsayer, a, 2004). To produce LNG, 

natural gas is cooled to cryogenic temperature to transport in tankers. Offload terminal receives 

these tankers, vaporize and pipe LNG to homes, businesses, and industries. Residents were 

concerned about the safety risk, imposed by potential explosion (Daily Astorian, 2012; 

Sickinger, d, 2014) of the plant due to an accident or terrorist attack (Edward, 2012; Daily 

Astoria, 2007), to the siting location, which is known to be susceptible to earthquake and tsunami 

(Shorack, b, 2013; Daily Astorian, 2014). In addition, opponents of the proposals were afraid 

that the LNG terminals would harm tourism and commercial activities on the Columbia River 

(Profita, b, 2007), which are critical to the city’s economic development and preservation of 

culture. Last but not least, the construction and operation of LNG terminals, and its associated 

pipeline system threaten the surrounding river, forest and farmland in many ways (Daily Astoria, 

2005). In order to assuage the concerns of the opponents, LNG companies and proponents cite 
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the industry’s safety record, and market the benefits of additional job creation and tax revenues 

(Profita, a, 2006).  

This research contributes to the emerging scholarly effort to use social movement theory 

to explain community mobilization to locally unwanted land uses -LULUs- (Devlin & N.T.Yap, 

2008; Sherman, 2004; Boudet & Ortolano, 2010; Boudet, 2010). I investigate the opportunities 

provided for public input in the review process of two LNG proposals at the mouth of Columbia 

River. This study makes use of the key theoretical and methodological insights from precedent 

studies on public participation in response to LNG proposal in the U.S (McAdam & Boudet, 

2012), and seeks to gather empirical evidence to answer two research questions given below:  

How do active participants in the public participation processes surrounding these 

two proposals (e.g., opponents, supporters, decision makers, agency officials, etc.) perceive 

the effectiveness of such processes in incorporating citizen concerns?  

How do these perceptions relate to community mobilization in response to a 

proposal? 

My examination of LNG opposition in Astoria and Warrenton found that while 

participants agree that there have been numerous opportunities for citizens to attend and be 

informed about the project’s status, they do not feel that public input has been adequately 

incorporated into decisions about the project. Furthermore, I suggest when opponents believed 

that they were not heard, they put tremendous efforts to create their own political opportunities to 

advance their position. Based on the insights from Social Movement studies, when seeking for 

seasons, which ignited the opposition against the projects, I found safety was the first-of-all 
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concern of the majority of opponents. However, there were also many other risks, like those 

concerning harms to commercial and tourism businesses on the Columbia River, to the estuary 

and salmon habitat, which served as sufficient frames to support the mobilization process. I also 

discovered the roles of an environmental non-profit, Columbia River keeper, as well as the 

community mobilizing experience as indispensable factors to drive public participation. My 

results also provide important information about the limitations of public participation processes 

and suggestions to effectively engage and incorporate citizen concerns. 

2. Literature review  

This literature review section seeks to refine and sharpen our understanding of important 

concepts that have emerged in the fields of: social movements and public participation process, 

with a focus on large industry facilities or locally unwanted land uses (LULUs).  

2.1. Social movement theory 

Social movement theory has explored many important questions about the dynamics of 

conflict and change in the contemporary world. Initially, a small group of American social 

scientists, who inherited the ideas of structural functionalists and pluralists, looked at social 

movements as a discrete collection of irrational and generally ineffective responses resulting 

from some type of structural or cultural “breakdowns”, or “strains” such as natural disaster or 

dramatic social change (Blumer, 1939; Turner and Killian, 1957; Turner, 1964; Staggerbord, 

2011). However, the turbulence of the 1960s and 1970s introduced newer generations of scholars 

to an entirely opposite approach to understand social movements as a more explicitly rational 

political view of movements.. Although there is a great diversity among new social movement 
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scholars, a growing consensus arose from these studies. The consensus emphasizes the 

importance of three broad sets of factors in analyzing the emergence and development of a 

mobilizing movement: (1) political opportunities, (2) resource mobilization, and (3) collective 

action framing processes. In the following paragraphs, I will discuss about each factor separately, 

while keeping an eye on the relationship between them as well as its effects to trigger the 

“episode of contention”, when collective action is made viable.  

2.2. Political opportunities  

Political opportunity framework asserts the importance of the broader political system in 

structuring the opportunities for collective actions (Marks & McAdam, 1999). Political 

opportunity is defined by Tarrow (1994) as “consistent — but not necessarily formal or 

permanent — dimensions of the political environment that provide incentives for people to 

undertake collective action by affecting their expectations for success or failure”. Gurr (1970), 

Turner and Killian (1972), and Smelser (1963) believe that when a collective sense of grievance 

and injustice is developed and stressed in a particular political context, it motivates people to 

become movement members.   According to political process model, movements are prone to 

emerge when there are social changes that render the established political orders vulnerable or 

receptive to challenges (McAdam, 2010; Tilly 1978; Tarrow, 1983). Lipsky (1970), in his 

evaluation of the rent strike movements in Harlem, New York, concludes that a movement is 

likely to be held when the political system is more open and vulnerable to its challengers. 

(Eisinger, 1973) examines the link between the level of system openness and protest behavior. 

He finds that protest rates are significantly higher in cities whose elected officials are more open 

to understand protestors’ demand. Tilly (1978), with insights from the ideas of mobilization 
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inside or outside of the polity (Gamson, 1975) identifies three essential components associated 

with the success of a movement: (1) a stress on opportunity and threat, (2) state facilitation and 

repression, and (3) an explicit treatment of the concept of repertoires. In addition to the findings 

of these works, Kriesi (1992), Tarrow (1994), and McAdam, McCarthy & Zald (1996) delineate 

the comprehensive schema to differentiate four dimensions of the political system that impact the 

structuring of collective actions. They are: (1) the relative openness or closure of the 

institutionalized political system, (2) the stability of that broad set of elite alignments that 

typically undergird a polity, (3) the presence of elite allies, and (4) the state’s capacity and 

propensity for repression.  

2.3. Resource mobilization  

While continuing to articulate the institutional constraints or opportunities as “structural 

potential” for a movement, McAdam, McCarthy & Zald (1996), carefully takes into account the 

resource mobilization approach with many questions concerning social movement leaders and 

practical theorists. They seek to break with the structural strain and generalized belief and 

deprivation, and instead argue that without an access to mobilizing structure - known as a 

sufficient organization - movements will not thrive. In approaching the implications of 

mobilizing resources on social movement, (McCarthy & Zald, 1977) place a serious emphasis on 

the formal organization manifestations (so-called social mobilization organization stream-

SMOs), who usually set goals, hold preferences of a social movement and attempts to implement 

those goals. At the same time, when examining the emergence of the American civil rights 

movement, Tilly (1978), Morris (1981,1988) and (McAdam, 2010) lay the theoretical foundation 

in another critical direction, which documents the role of various grassroots setting, work and 
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neighborhood in facilitating and structuring collective actions. Mediating between these two 

theoretical streams, nowadays social movement scholars tend to turn their interest to the 

organizational dynamics of social movement in different contexts The level of resource 

mobilization each organizational form would give rise to in those collective settings.     

2.4. Framing process 

From the early to mid-1980s, social movement scholars started to define the significance 

of the more cognitive and ideational dimensions of movements (Snow, 1986; Snow and Benford, 

1988). For Goffman (1974), framing plays to portray the role of “schemata of interpretation”, via 

which people locate, perceive, identify and label ongoing events, and in turns, fashion shared 

understandings of the world. Many new social movement scholars ensure that mediating between 

opportunities and actions are people, the shared meanings, and identity that they bring to their 

situations (Snow and Bendford, 1988; Inglehard, 1977; Melucci, 1988). This signifying 

process/action is referred as framing processes. Proponents of political process model, Garrison 

(1992), Tarrow (1983), Tilly (1978), McAdam (1982) are also in favor of “cognitive liberation” 

when explaining a spur to movement.  

 Besides defining the power of political opportunities, resource mobilization and framing 

processes, it is important to acknowledge the inter-relationships among these three central 

foundations and their effects on the fate of collective action. McAdam, McCathy & Zald (1996) 

consider a sufficient context for movements as: “No matter how momentous a change appears in 

retrospect, it only becomes an “opportunity” when defined as such by a group of actors 

sufficiently well organized to act on this shared definition of the situation.” Last but not least, 

while environmental opportunities and constraints are prerequisites to the emergence of 
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collective action, the two later phases - mobilizing processes and framing processes, -take over 

the center stage to decide if the organized collective action is to develop and sustain (McAdam & 

Boudet, 2012).  

!

Figure 1 A dynamics, Interactive Framework for Analyzing the Emergence of Contentious Politics 
(McAdam, 1982) 

2.5. Public participation 

2.5.1. Debate on the position of public participation on environmental decisions 

There are typically different perspectives regarding the role of public participation in 

environmental decision-making. On the one hand, processes of environmental decisions require a 

comprehensive understanding of the dynamics between human and natural systems, which is in 

large and complex spatial and temporal scales. Therefore, they are suggested to be better in the 

hands of experts (T. Dietz, Stern, & Guagnano, 1998).  In addition, there have been discerning 

critics who suggest that public participation is commonly inefficient and too expensive for 

minimal benefits (Collins & Evans, 2002; Rossi, 1997; Sanders, 1997). On the other hand, 

scholars who hold the counter-argument claim that environmental decisions concern political, 

social, economic values besides scientific and technical perspectives. As a result, citizens and 

their representatives should be considered as stakeholders, and their opinion should be 
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assimilated in the decision-making process. Evidence from the best available studies on 

environmental public participation processes concludes that best practices in public participation 

help provide information to the decision making process and increase legitimacy and substantive 

quality of policy decisions ((Dietz, 1987; Shannon, 1987; Fiorino, 1989). It also help reduce 

financial risk, direct cost savings, increase market share and enhance social benefits to the 

communities (Miller, 1998) and invigorate the affected community to mobilize and advance 

democracy (Fiorino, 1990; O’Rourke & Macey, 2003; Heiman, 1997) 

It is important to be clear about what we mean by ‘public participation’ and how we 

access the evidence regarding it. Creighton (2005) defines public participation as a part of the 

decision-making process by which responsible officials provide access, seek input, and facilitate 

dialogues with the public to make sure public concerns, needs and values are considered and 

incorporated by the decision-making officials. In order to participate, people vote, form interest 

groups or hold public demonstration, protest, lobby, fill lawsuits, interact with government 

officers, act in partnership with government agencies (Lathrop & Ruma, 2010). The can also 

express opinion in public hearings, citizen advisory committee, survey, etc. (Beierle & Cayford, 

2002; Fiorino, 1990; Meyer, 2005) or run different contentious events such as creating and 

distributing songs, films, artistic events to call for public attention (Stern & Dietz, 2008). The 

Panel on Public Participation in Environmental Assessment and Decision Making (Stern & 

Dietz, 2008), conducted as a response to the request of U.S Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) and the U.S Department of Energy, identifies indicators of the success of public 

participation and variables that affect these indicators. 
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Figure 2. Elements of best process for public participation in relation to the principles of good 
public participation and variation in context. Arrows present the lines of influence: principles and 
contextual factors influence diagnosis; principles, diagnosis and collaborative choice give rise to 
the decision of tools and technique; tools and collaborative choice decide the monitoring process; 
monitoring contributes to iteration, and herein, finalize the collaborative choice; again, 
collaborative choice rotates to assess tools and techniques (Stern & Dietz, 2008). 

To answer the question why the public participates strongly in some communities 

and not others and how the background conditions impact the success of public 

participation, Fung (2006) proposed three dimensions: who participates, how participants 

network and communicate their decisions together, and how public input is incorporated 

into the policy decisions. Later, Dietz & Stern (2008) supplement two more influential 

dimensions: when the public is involved and the goals of the process.  
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2.5.2. Public participation in LULUs 

The degree to which citizens and their representatives can contribute in the decision-

making varies in different contexts. A long traditional scholarship has considered a host of 

individual variables, or causal conditions, to measure the level and effectiveness of public 

participation in the siting proposal of different potentially hazardous facilities. First of all, the 

perceptions of threat associated with the facility (A. Boholm, 1998; Freudenberg, 2004; 

Schively, 2007), which comprise the community sensitivity on siting location (Bassett, Jenkins-

Smith, & Silva, 1996), on health and safety risk (Furuseth & Altman, 1991; Kasperson, 1986);, 

property values (Laurian, 2004), and environmental degradation (Beierle & Cayford, 2002; 

“Democracy in Practice- Public Participation in Environmenal Decision making.pdf,” n.d.; 

O’Faircheallaigh, 2010; Pilot, 1998), have been a major thrust of community mobilizing actions. 

Secondly, the residents’ perceptions of fairness (Å. Boholm, 2004; Hunold & Young, 1998; 

Hunter & Leyden, 1995; Kunreuther, Fitzgerald, & Aarts, 1993), both in terms of the process for 

citizen input and decision-making, is also an important element, which causes the residents to 

keenly scrutinize each coming facility proposal. Thirdly, political opportunity, which is 

correlated with electoral vulnerability of decision makers, temporal proximity to an upcoming 

election, and jurisdiction (McAdam & Boudet, 2012), is perceived to yield ostensible influences 

to the life of public participation. Fourthly, the community context, whether it has dealt with 

economic hardship/opportunities, or whether there was similar industry or previous oppositional 

experience in the past (Gramling & Freudenburg, 1996; McAdam & Boudet, 2012) can be 

attributed to the community’s attitude, skills, knowledge, networks and other resources to 

enhance mobilization. The fifth variable elaborated more of civic capacity from what has been 

discussed in community context.  Civic capacity, which presents the number of nonprofits 
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(Molotch, Freudenberg & Paulsen, 2000; Sherman 2011; Boudet, 2010), the percentage of 

community members with established education background and professional skills (Innes & 

Booher, 2004; M. Konisky, Thomas C. Beierle, 2001), predicts volunteerism, community 

involvement, and oppositional attitudes to locally unwanted land uses (Freudenburg & Gramling, 

1994) 

Once the community is cognizant of potential threats centered by the facility, they 

consider whether opportunity is favorable to act in opposition (McAdam, 2010). Opponents 

continue to assess resource available in order to decide the mobilizing strategies, through 

participation in formal decision-making process, or in collective activities outside the structure, 

or both (H. Schaffer Boudet & Ortolano, 2010). Depending on which opposing strategy was 

utilized in different stages of the process, collective activities can be various. Opponents could 

use the disruptive techniques such as protest and demonstration to make their point, but also 

often organize fun and informative activities such as poetry and movie night, boat parade, online 

posting, etc. to maintain the heated concerns in the society (Hilary Schaffer Boudet, 2011).  

The application of social movement theories have suggested sensible explanations for the 

rise of mobilizing events in response to large industrial facilities or locally unwanted land uses. 

However, acknowledging the “inability to generalize from a single case study”,(McAdam & 

Boudet, 2012; O’Faircheallaigh, 2010), looked at the variation of mobilization across a broad 

range of large-scale facility cases and identified factors that more or less impact to life of 

different community opposition movements. These works suggested that it is not just the 

magnitude of individual factors, but also their combination and dynamics that are important in 

determining mobilization outcomes.  
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2.6. Trust  

Social researchers have been concerned to clarify many facets of trust because of its 

importance in the organizational life. Trust is widely defined as the willingness of a party to take 

risk (Johnson & Swap, 1982.), to be vulnerable under conditions of risks and interdependence 

(Bhattacharya, Devinney, & Pillutla, 1998) to the actions of another party based on a generalized 

expectation about the trustworthiness of that party (Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995). 

Lewicki, McAllister, & Bies (1998) argues that trust and distrust are separate dimensions and are 

not opposite ends of the same continuum. By contrast, there is a growing amount of literature 

that views distrust simply as absence of trust or faith in other person (Mayer et al., 1995; Ross, 

Mirowsky, and Pribesh, 2001; Luhmann, 1979). While discussing the attributes of trust, Farris, 

Senner, & Butterfield (1973 and Dasgupta (1988), found similar propensity to trust, that is the 

trait which leads to generalized expectation from others’ trustworthiness. This “propensity to 

trust”, which varies across different personal experience and background (Hofstede, 1980), 

emotion (Dunn & Schweitzer, n.d.; Jones & George, 1998; Weber, Malhotra, & Murnighan, 

2004); behavior and performance (Rotter, 1967; Conlon & Mayer; 1994), is expected to impact 

the degree of trust prior to when the official information is available (Mayer et al., 1995). 

Regarding characteristics which build trustworthiness for a trustee, whether a person had to lie to 

gain something (Hovland, Janis, & Kelley, 1953), his or her behaviors in the past and present 

(Burt, R. S., & Knez, 1995; Good, 1988); competence and integrity (Lieberman, 1981), their 

ability, integrity and benevolence (Mayer et al., 1995) are necessitated to result in the extent to 

which one is trusted. Furthermore, social norms and context (Sitkin & Stickel, 1996), as well as 

institutional promote or constraint (Fukuyama, 1995), are also attributed to one’s trustworthiness.  
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Trust is a broad concept (Harrison McKnight, 2014; Lewis&Weigert, 1985), therefore, 

the consideration of trust in typologies would be especially valuable. Kramer (2003) categorize 

trust by looking at factors such as disposition, decision, behavior, social network and institution. 

Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt, & Camerer (1998) view trust in four different forms, which are 

deterrence-based trust, calculus-based trust, relational-based trust, and institutional trust. 

(McKnight, 2014) focus on whether trust comes from trait psychology, a societal and structural 

factor, or as an outcome of interaction between people’s behaviors. From the beginning, the 

authors formulate a three-layer model of trust types, consisting of dispositional trust, institutional 

trust, and interpersonal trust.  

There has also been a growing interest in the literature to examine loss of trust or trust 

violation. The loss of trust is associated with political, scientific, and economic uncertainties 

(Dunlap, R. E., & McCright, 2010; Hoggan & Littlemore, 2009 ). While loss of trust is not easily 

measured, (Knox, 1970; Roy J. Lewicki & Bunker, 1995) suggest that trust violation is likely to 

be an emotional event for the trustor. Futhermore, Pidgeon, Kasperson, & Slovic (2003) 

accentuate that trust is “extremely difficult” to recover once violated. In the latter part of this 

study, I will provide further discussion on how “loss of trust” became a driving force to 

mobilizing activities.  

2.7. Risk  

There has not been a single way to define the meaning of “risk” (Renn, 1998). Under the 

technical perspectives, (Kasperson, 1986), suggest that risk is often associated with the 

possibility of an event or an activity to yield undesirable outcome. Meanwhile, others measure 

risk by the degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction one receives as the result of an action (Smith, 
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1986; Derby & Keeney, 1981; Shrader-Frechette, 1991). In fact, this economic view of risk adds 

the consideration of benefits into how one used to perceive risk as only having negative 

consequences (Merkhofer, 1984). Regarding psychological perspective on risk, (Tversky, 1979) 

emphasize the consistent patterns that are observed, that is, an individual decides to take risk 

when perceived potential gains are high and to reject risk when perceived potential losses are 

high. Furthermore, sociological perspectives define risk as physically occur and socially defined 

(Kasperson et al., 1988; Linnerooth-Bayer & Fitzgerald, 1996). Via this viewpoint, risk is 

observed as the possibility of an event, which somehow occurs independently from human 

intervention, but its acceptability would depend on different ways of interpretation, values, and 

interests (Bradbury, 1989; Dietz et al., 1998; Shrader-Frechette, 1991; Short, 1989; Wynne, 

1992). The link between risk concerns and lack of trust in the technical and environmental 

assessment has also been highlighted to what solidify a LULU movements (Botetzagias & 

Karamichas, 2009). Beck (1995) argues that the uncertainty of scientific hazardous assessment is 

unavoidable, therefore, often breaks the trust of the community and leads to the creation of 

opposing groups.  

3. Background: 

With regards to the LNG regulatory framework, originally, the review process of LNG 

facility in Oregon fell under the jurisdiction of Oregon’s Energy Facility Siting Council (Oregon 

Department of Energy). In August 2005, however, the Energy Policy Act 2005 gave Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) the exclusive authority in certifying the project’s 

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), to approve or deny the siting, construction, expansion, or 

operation of LNG terminal located onshore on in state waters. Coast Guard, the Army Corps of 
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Engineers, Fishery and Wildlife Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA), and Department of Transportation assist FERC in concurrently integrating 

requirements of Waterway Suitability Assessment, the National Environmental Policy Act, Clean 

Water Act, River and Harbors Act, and National Fire Protection Association in the review 

process1. Outside contractors are often hired by FERC to conduct data collection and analysis.  

Under the Coastal Zone Management Act (1972) approved by NOAA, states have the 

authority to review all federal actions, licenses and permits affecting the coastal zone for 

consistency with “national standards implemented by states” (Department of the Army, 2004) . 

In Oregon, Department of Energy (ODOE) was called by the Governor, as the lead state agency, 

to assure that state interests, as well as community safety and security, are adequately addressed 

in the federal review process. Other state agencies, such as Oregon Department of Environmental 

Quality (DEQ) and Department of Land Conservation and Development, are responsible for 

collecting information to ensure that state regulations proceed in the construction and operation 

of the facility. Finally, the county has the authority over the pipeline system, while their 

decisions can be challenged in the Oregon’s Land Use Board of Appeals, and 9th Circuit Count 

of Appeals. Outside the formal process, the LNG developers and proponents may hold 

informational meetings, workshops, open houses, etc. to introduce the project’s benefits, and 

answer concerns from the communities. Meanwhile, opponents often create local groups, join 

grassroots organizations, organize contentious events and many other strategies to distribute 

information and attract community attentions (McAdam & Boudet, 2012; U.S Census Bureau, 

2009-2013).  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!Regulatory!Standard!Operating!Procedures!for!Processing!Liquefied!Natural!Gas!Projects!
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Figure 3. Case study location 

On November 4th 2004, the Daily Astorian revealed that Calpine, a California-based 

power company, planned to lease land in Warrenton. One day later, the Port Commissioners 

approved the lease of 96 acres of state-owned land at the tip of Skipanon Peninsular for Calpine, 

after a hearing with a dozen affected residents who were evenly described as supporters and 

opponents. This lease itself was a matter of dispute because it was determined without public 

notice (Learn, 2009), and additionally, the land appraisal was said to be “outrageously 

undervalued” due to plan of building of golf course then, instead of an industrial facility (Daily 

Astoria, 2004).  One year after taking the lease, Calpine went bankrupt. The lease and investment 

were then purchased by Leucadia National Corp, a New York-based company, in January 2007. 

Under the new name – OregonLNG - it is one of the two currently active LNG proposals in 

Oregon, besides Jordan Cove LNG in Coos Bay (Daily Astorian, 2007).  
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Late February 2005, NorthernStar Natural Gas LLC, a Houston-based energy company, 

became the fourth LNG developer on the mouth of Columbia River2, to site its terminal at 

Bradwood Landing, 25 miles east of Astoria, and the complementary pipeline from the site to 

Cowlitz County (Oregon Department of Energy). Although NorthernStar declared bankruptcy in 

mid-2010, it became an interest of this research because besides what was going on with 

OregonLNG, the opposition, including public pressure campaigns, administrative permit 

challenges and lawsuits and many other contentious actions, framed to contend Bradwood 

Landing project, played a significant role in defining the local mobilizing movement during the 

first six years (Sickinger, e, 2010; Lystra, 2010).       

 Bradwood Landing (NorthernStar 
Natural Gas LLC) 

OregonLNG (Calpine, Leucadia 
National Corporation) 

Location 

Bradwood 

Approx. 38 miles from the Pacific 
shorelines 

22 miles up Columbia River from 
Astoria 

Skipanon Peninsula, Warrenton 

8 miles West of Astoria 

Description 

2 storage tankers 

LNG vaporization and send-out system 

35 miles of new 36-inch diameter 
pipeline to the interconnect with the 
Williams Northwest Pipeline system 

3 storage tanks 

 

85 miles of 30-inch pipeline to the NW 
Pipeline system 

Production 
Capacity 1,000 Mcf/d 

1,000 Mcf/d 

Peak of 1.5 Bcf/d 
Storage 

Capacity 160,000 cm/tank 158,987 cm/tank 

Status  Bankrupt in May 2010 Ongoing  
!

Figure 4. Case study project description 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!Two!other!proposals:!Port!Westward!LNG!LLC!was!suspended!in!2006!because!investors!withdrew!the!
financial!support.!Warrenton!Fiber!Co.!approached!the!City!of!Warrenton!to!discuss!the!possibility!of!
amending!its!lease!to!allow!an!LNG!plant,!but!never!submitted!a!written!proposal.!NorthernStar!came!in!
latest,!but!was!the!first!company!filed!with!the!state!and!federal!agency.!!
!
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Figure 5 – Location Demographic Data 

At the time the Calpine lease was 

decided, the Port of Astoria was desperate 

for new revenue sources after losing 

commercial air service and its vital log-

exporting contracts (Daily Astorian, 2009). 

According to U.S Census’s 2009-2013 American Community Survey, the city of Warrenton, 

where OregonLNG proposes to site the LNG terminal, ranks 13th in the lowest-income 

communities in Oregon. Regarding Astoria, the city had historically enjoyed its economic 

success, which centered around fishing, fish processing, lodging and lumber. However, 

Bumblebee Seafood moved out of Astoria in 1974 and the closure of the local largest timber 

employer Astoria Plywood Mill in 1989 led to a dramatic downturn in local economy. At the 

time of the LNG proposals, both communities were anxious to rebuild the economic situation, 

yet they appear to have different visions towards attaining the goals (Tobias, 2009). In the 

“Assessment of trends affecting planning for Oregon’s estuaries and shore lands”, Oregon 

Department of Land Conservation and Development reported two demographic trends of Astoria 

in the last thirty years. Resembling a number of other coastal communities, Astoria has 

experienced a shift in economic structure since 1990s. From a traditionally natural resources-

focused economy, Astoria has gained more success in tourism development and has also become 

a retirement destination (USDA Economic Research Service, 2004). Moreover, the city has 

attracted and retained an important number of younger segments of the population and, therefore, 

carries the advantages of being more progressive than other coastal communities. The influx of 

these population segments has a great deal to do with how differing perspectives and 

 Warrenton Astoria 
Area 17.66 mi2 10.6 mi2 

Population 5,135 9,516 
Rural 78% 97% 
Urban 22% 3% 

Per capita income $20,316 $24,195 
Income below 
poverty level 23.4% 21.1% 
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preferences, towards economic development planning as well as cultural and environmental 

preservation, were shaped in the community.  

In the beginning, both OregonLNG and Bradwood Landing proposed to build and operate 

import terminals (Sickinger, c, 2014). However, from 2008, they switched the plan to export gas, 

contended that the shale boom has dramatically reshuffled the domestic gas supply, resulting in a 

huge benefit for Oregon from exporting gas from West Canada to Asian countries. Both 

developers promoted their projects with job creation, safety record, and tax base (Profita, c, 

2011; Sickinger, b, 2011; Daily Astoria, 2004). 

As soon as the Calpine lease was announced, two community groups, consisting of 

property owners and environmentalists, were rapidly formed. The first group, People for 

Responsible Prosperity, based in Warrenton, started with fifteen members, met the first time 

(Nov, 2004) to discuss about alternative developments, which would not involve contentious 

LNG industry (Daily Astorian, 2004).  The second group, RiverVision, had the first 

informational meeting (Dec, 2004), with fifty attendants, to take the pulse of the community 

concerns over the safety, security, environmental impacts, harm to commerce on the river, and 

siting procedures of a LNG facility. Group members also discussed about ideas for what 

residents could do to prevent the construction. The group also reached out to bring together 

grassroots organizations from local to regional and national levels such as Conservation Leader 

Network, the Oregon chapter of the Sierra Club, Friends of Living Oregon Waters, People for 

Responsible Prosperity, and Columbia RiverKeeper (Ramsayer, b, 2004; Ramsayer, c, 2005). 

Opponent started to monitor closely the LNG development activities around the area. They held 

regular meetings, formed Yahoo group to share background research and issue updates, handed 
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out flyers and fact sheets, invited guest speakers, attended and testified at public meetings, and 

actively assigned members to write letters to the editors. From middle 2005, Columbia 

Riverkeeper became the attorney of the local grassroots group, and helped it to develop into a 

more strategic and professional organization. Supplemented with what had been put in place, 

opponents had Columbia Riverkeeper’s website, as an official webpage, to distribute 

information, submitted administrative and legal challenges, had candidates run for elections, 

organized referendum3 as well as election campaigns (Daily Astorian, 2006; Lystra, b, 2008; 

Profita & Gamm, a, 2008). Contentious activities were regularly held in various formats, such as 

writing blogs, movie nights, movie-making, song writings, protests, community education 

workshop (Daily Astorian, 2005). 

 The timeline in Figure 6a shows two major developments of NorthernStar. First, the 

company secured the land use approval and re-approval from Clatsop County Commissioners in 

December 2007 and March 2008, respectively. Immediately, opponents filed to challenge this 

decision to the Oregon Land Use Court of Appeals (LUBA). LUBA returned two issues back to 

the Clatsop County, regarding the size and scale of the facility and its plan to protect salmon and 

traditional fishing grounds4. Second, in September 2008, NorthernStar received a Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission (FERC) license for the basic project5. In response to this decision, there 

was strong opposition from different quarters. Most of Oregon’s congressional delegation has 

weighed in against FERC’s process, stating FERC should not grant a license without satisfying 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!September!2008,!after!County!Board!of!Commissioners!twice!approved!Bradwood!Landing’s!l!(Lystra,!b,!
2008)!and!use!application,!opponents!prepared!a!referendum!to!put!LNG!on!the!county’s!ballot!to!let!
residents!decide!if!a!pipeline!is!to!run!through!public!land.!With!598!valid!signatures!of!Clatsop!County’s!
voters,!the!referendum!was!approved!for!the!ballot.!In!the!ballot,!67%!voted!ag!(Profita!&!Gamm,!Clatsop!
voters!sound!off!with!clear!message:!No!LNG!pipelines!in!parkPzoned!lands,!2008)!ainst.!!
4!Research!shows!that!Bradwood!site!is!a!popular!place!for!juvenile!salmon!to!feed!as!they!migrate!out!of!the!
Columbia!River!to!the!ocean.!!
5!Commissioner!Wellinghoff!voted!against,!and!was!the!lone!dissent!in!a!4P1!decision.!!
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state interests (Lystra, c, 2008). Governor Kulongski sent a letter to FERC to urge the 

commissioners to withdraw the final environmental review and issue a revised review, which 

would further incorporate public comment (Sickinger, f, 2008). Secretary of State Bill Bradbury 

firmly called on Oregon to reject LNG in order to reduce fossil fuel use and global warming 

emissions (The World, 2008). Meanwhile, the local grassroots groups’ representatives claimed 

that FERC’s approval was inevitable and emphasized the state’s definitive position on the 

terminal construction (Profita, d, 2008). 

 

Figure!6a.!Bradwood!Landing!Project!timeline!
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Figure 6b – OregonLNG Project timeline 

Likewise, several of OregonLNG’s outstanding developments are presented in the 

timeline in Figure 6b. In November 2010, Clatsop County Commissioner upheld the county-

hired officer’s decision to move forward with an approval for the installment of 41-mile pipeline 

running through the county. Only two months later, this decision was rejected by the new-elected 

Board of Commissioners. In December 2014, Oregon State Court of Appeals overturned the 

finding of LUBA6 and claimed that Clatsop County Commissioner Peter Huhtala had not 

demonstrated any bias in his earlier rejection to the OregonLNG’s pipeline application.  

4. Methodology  

Following the advanced preparatory fieldwork methods described in McAdam and 

Boudet (2012), I first searched two local newspapers, The Oregonian and The Daily Astorian, for 

relevant articles, editorials and letters-to-the-editor between 2004 and 2014 in the Access World 

News database using the following search terms: “liquefied natural gas” and “LNG”. This search 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6!In!late!June!2014,!LUBA!remanded!the!November!denial!back!to!Clatsop!County!after!deciding!one!of!the!
commissioners!was!biased!against!the!project.!!
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returned 1342 articles and 1046 editorials/letters that were systematically coded for: (1) actors 

and organizations to identify potential interviewees, (2) events to better understand the narrative 

history of the liquefied natural gas proposals in the community, and (3) main concerns of 

opponents over time. For the third task, I coded all the comments in letters-to-the-editors to 

identify important themes. In order to find out important time periods, I graphed all the letters-to-

the-editor and looked for the natural gaps in the number of letters. By doing so, I was able to 

divide the timeline into three periods as follows: 

Period 1: November 2004 (Calpine lease signed) – April 2007 (before FERC authorized 

OregonLNG to pre-file its application), 216 editorials and letters 

 Period 2: April 2007 – June 2010 (before the county hearing to decide the permit for 

OregonLNG’s pipeline), 661 editorials and letters. 

 Period 3: June 2010 – June 2014 (when the research stopped), 169 editorials and letters 

 After completing this work, I spent two trips to Astoria in August and September 2014 to 

conduct interviews with individuals identified in the newspapers. Two weeks prior to each trip, I 

sent out emails inviting potential informants to participate. Of the 48 people contacted, 22 people 

accepted, three declined and 24 did not respond. Interviewees included a state agency 

representative, a (former) county commissioner, a county staff, two city officials, a (former) port 

commissioner and two port officials, a reporter, three proponents, and ten opponents. Despite 

repeated requests, I was unable to interview a representative from OregonLNG and therefore 

used their website as a resource.  
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Accepted (22) Declined (3) Did not respond (23) 
1 state agency staff 

1 (former) county 
commissioner 

1 county staff 

2 city officials 

1 (former) port 
commissioner 

2 port officials  

1 newspaper reporter 

3 proponents 

10 opponents  

1 opponent  

1 county 
commissioner 

1 hearing 
officer 

2 opponents  

6 proponents  

4 newspaper reporters 

 11 officials  

         Figure 6c – Summaries of respondents and non-respondents 

I used semi-structured interviews to encourage informants to share their thought, attitudes 

and experiences related to the public participation processes surrounding LNG proposals in and 

around Astoria. Interviews ranged from 25 minutes to two hours, averaging one hour in duration. 

Questions focused on: (1) previous political involvement in other issues that have historically 

driven local politics, (2) characteristics of the public participation process surrounding LNG 

terminal siting, and (3) activities undertaken by stakeholders around LNG issues (see appendix 

for interview protocol).  

Interviews were recorded and selectively transcribed using detailed notes taken during 

the interview as a guide. To analyze the interview data, I first read through interview notes and 

transcripts to identify potential themes and then developed a coding scheme for the emerging 
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themes. Letters-to-the-editor were also coded for themes in order to identify stances toward LNG 

and the most common concerns raised.  

5. Findings based on interviews with active community members 

5.1. Lack of trust  

The relationship between the perceptions of trustworthiness of decision makers and 

subsequent acceptance of decisions is quite well recognized in the psychology literature (Terwel, 

Harinck, Ellemers, & Daamen, 2010.).  In this study we observe that for each LNG facility siting 

proposal, the perceptions about lack of trust and loss of trust appear to be critically important in 

deciding the public resistance against the project. In the interviews, opponents narrated their 

different experiences that led to them to distrust one or many facets of the proposal, namely the 

LNG technology, LNG companies, government officials and the decision-making process. All of 

them emphasized lack of trust as an important driver that accounted for their participation in the 

opposition movement. Figure 7 breaks down the number of letters-to-the-editor according to the 

content. 

!

Figure 7 Comments in letters-to-the-editor on lack of trust 
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5.1.1. Lack of trust in the company 

The lack of trust among the opponents of the proposal is rooted in their past experiences 

with other industrialization projects and is shown to be steadily increasing over time (interview 

1,3,4,5,6,7,10). During interviews, all opponents stressed their concern about the energy 

company, which they perceived would pursue profit with little concern for the community’s 

long-term interests such as public health and environment integrity. Of all letters-to-the-editor 

that expressed opponent’s lack of trust in the company, thirty-one percent were concerned about 

the company’s financial status and the company’s trustworthiness. Seven of the ten opponents 

interviewed mentioned Bradwood Landing’s bankruptcy in May 2010 in which, after spending 

some millions of dollars and countless promises to placate the anti-LNG sentiment, the company 

left an unpaid debt of roughly $200,000 to the county, local nonprofits and business, and more to 

other creditors. It is clear that for many opponents this past experience was one of the main 

reasons for their opposition to the proposal. 

Loss of trust was clearly revealed again in July, 2012, when OregonLNG re-sent their 

application to FERC to flip their proposal from an import to an export terminal. After years of 

shying away from public questions about their intention to sell U.S and Canadian gas abroad, 

project backers announced their export plan to take advantage of the surging gas surplus from 

successful drilling in shale formations. Opponents, from the very beginning, suspected that this 

move would eventually occur. They used this “bait and switch” event as powerful evidence to 

allege the company’s lack of credibility, “Are you going to blindly trust these company men?” 

(Interview 4). One of the more notable quotes related to opponents’ thoughts about the change in 

type of facility from import to export was the following:  
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“Exporting natural gas has hardened opposition to the project … When you’re 
talking about shipping fracked gas to oversea markets, this shifts the public toward our 
[the opposition’s] direction because the projects are so different than what they 
originally proposed. [The LNG companies] have supported LNG for years on end, they 
said they would never export LNG and called us conspiracy theorists and then- all of a 
sudden- it flipped to exporting LNG. People in Oregon who were against the pipeline 
really noticed that. Opponents were anticipating this twist even before it happened. This 
inspired people to stay connected to this project.” (Interview 10) 

In brief, the community did not trust that the company would take responsibility, and this 

provided opponents the necessary political ammunition to criticize the intention and 

characteristics of the project’s backers. Therefore the lack of trust in the energy companies made 

the community skeptical of the motives of the project backers, which in turn provided the 

necessary incentives for opponents to harness the collective discontentment to stop the proposal.  

5.1.2. Lack of trust in the government 

Over the years, the opponents did not trust that their government would protect their 

interest against energy companies. When asked about how responsive elected officials have been 

to community concerns in the past, nine out of ten opponents leaned towards the opinion that 

their local officials were not responsive and specific examples were provided to elaborate this 

assessment.  

 “The county council had a very narrow focus and was originally very pro-
industrial and pro-development, less interested in environmental issues and quality of life 
issues. The Port of Astoria was originally also very pro-industrial, always looking for the 
brass ring, willing to bring in anything promised to them that would bring in money 
without consideration for how realistic, impacts to quality of life and the river.” 
(Interview 1)  

Both opponents and proponents explained the overall political context in which they feels 

that their concerns were not addressed by the local government. Particularly, all opponents 
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interviewed mentioned the property lease to Calpine in 2004, which was agreed upon and voted 

by the former Port Director and Commissioners without thorough public discussion, to indicate 

their huge dissatisfaction with the Port of Astoria. In some letters to the editor, opponents 

revealed that the secrecy of the lease deal played the key role in shaping their decision to rally 

against the whole projects. An opponent who attended the meeting that the Port Commissioners 

held prior to their granting Calpine lease on the property described it as “an illegal meeting, 

making an illegal decision because they did not fulfill the requirement for public notice of the 

meeting. They should be cancelling right now” (interview 5). 

In addition to weighing the level of trust associated with particular events and decisions, 

people also evaluate trust based on their perception of procedural fairness through which 

outcomes are determined (Tyler & Smith, 1995). Eight out of ten opponent respondents 

perceived the FERC’s review process to be unfair. The process is perceived by opponents as 

leaning towards the energy companies and that it required heavily technical and legal expertise. 

Additionally, most of opponents expressed their frustration because FERC disregarded 

comments from other federal and state agencies, as well as public input in their decision 

(interview 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 10).  

“I would not characterize it as fair. FERC is dismissive of public input and does a 
poor job of incorporating even state concerns and concerns from other federal agencies. 
It’s as close to a rubber stamp as you can get. The people who have been to the hearings 
get the impression that their input is not taken seriously and we get the impression that 
FERC has already made up their minds, and when you look at their record, FERC very, 
very seldom rejects an LNG proposal.” (Interview 10) 

In September 2008, although state agencies from both Oregon and Washington had 

voiced their concerns about public safety and environmental impacts, as well as the company’s 

inadequate mitigation plan, FERC moved forward and granted a conditional approval of the 
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Bradwood Landing terminal and pipeline. This decision did not come as a surprise to the 

opponents; however, it was a turning point because the opponents used it as an opportunity to 

mobilize politically at the state and local level to challenge FERC’s decision.  

5.2. Political Opportunities 

5.2.1. New population 

Even though the OregonLNG terminal is proposed to be located in Warrenton, Astoria-

based opponents thought it was their responsibility to put a stop to this proposal. In fact, the 

difference between Warrenton and Astoria communities in their reaction to the proposal was 

illustrated in the following quotation:  

“In Warrenton, there are only a few people who will come to meetings while it is 
in their backyard. We tried to have meetings and picnic in the rain over in Warrenton, 
one or two people from Warrenton came, some people from Brownsmead. We tried to get 
them involved. Two or three people were involved at the beginning with Calpine but they 
moved away. Others are against it but do not take the time or want to be involved. That 
has been the biggest challenge.” (Interview 6) 

To some extent, as a result of the demographic shift, which started to come about thirty 

years ago, there was new population segment in Astoria including people who possess high 

education attainment and income, have sufficient leisure time, and take pride in preserving the 

Columbia River and community values. A number of them came together in support of a non-

resources based economy as well as opposed any changes which they perceived would affect the 

quality of their retirement life. On the one hand, this new population was a potential resource to 

run the movement against the LNG proposals. On the other hand, this demographic shift was part 

of a broad social change, which provided the opponents the political opportunity, because the 
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elites perceived that they were not being represented by their political leaders. Taken together, 

the elite expected the LNG issue to be one of the most decisive events, which could determine 

the results of the May 2010 election7. Therefore, they used the LNG issue in order to draw on 

existing social networks, mobilize structures and frame processes, and furthered the social 

movement.  

5.2.2. Institutional Structure 

The characteristics and elements of the institutional structure provide options for social 

opposition to create political opportunities (Goodwin & Jasper, 2009; Meyer & Minkoff, 2004). 

In this case, a mix of “closed-ness” and “openness” in local institutional structure emerges as a 

major theme. There are institutional mechanisms, like public meetings and hearings held by city 

of Warrenton, Port of Astoria and Clatsop County planning commission, and different state and 

federal agencies, which allow local citizens to voice their concerns. While chronicling the LNG-

associated political events from November 2004 to June 2014, I found twenty LNG-focused 

events held by various government entities, in which opponents participated from moderate to 

high levels. An opponent interviewee recalled: “Minimally we attended the public meeting that 

was held, but more often we submitted the testimony or we were a party to the legal actions.” 

Opponents also mentioned about having members travel regularly to the city/county to attend the 

monthly meetings to testify about LNG (interview 1, 6, 10).   

The city and county administrative structure consists of a board of five commissioners 

who is responsible for implementing the legislative and policy decisions. The members are 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7!May!2010!election!marked!an!emphatic!change!in!the!local!political!system.!Three!incumbents,!who!twice!
voted!in!favor!of!LNG,!were!replaced!by!three!challengers,!who!designated!LNG!debate!as!the!priority!issue!in!
their!campaigns.!!
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elected through a popular vote whenever a vacancy arises. After the meetings, the public record 

remains opened for a week so that the citizens can continue to express their opinion on the issues 

they care about. The transparent nature of local government grants the opponents greater 

institutionalized access to participate in the policy-making process. While 100% of opponents 

agreed that their current County Commissioners have been a lot more responsive than their 

former counterparts, they also recalled the huge effort that they had to put in to communicate 

with their local representatives:  

"We really had to work at it. We have to go to all of these meetings, contact 
representatives, congress, a lot of work. Over the year, our voice was getting to be heard 
more and more. People against fracking in NY and across the country, against Exxol 
pipeline, thousands of people are joining together and protesting. We are demanding 
more openness, more transparency. It's better than before.” (Interview 6) 

Six opponents recalled that their dissident opinion was disregarded by the Port of Astoria 

and Clatsop County’s former commissioners. Despite a massive citizen involvement in public 

meetings, hearings, letter to the editors, and protest against LNG, the Clatsop County Board of 

Commissioners voted to conditionally approve the consolidated land use application for the 

proposed import terminal of Bradwood Landing. This decision of the elected officials was 

perceived as unjust by the opponents and they tried to push through a change by contesting the 

decision to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals.  

As soon as Clatsop County Board of Commissioners voted to re-affirm their approval for 

Bradwood Landing zoning-changes request (March 2008), opponents prepared a referendum to 

put the LNG proposal on the county’s ballot. The results of the referendum were in their favor as 

67% opposed having the pipeline run through public land. Part of this opportunity came from the 

characteristics of U.S and Oregon’s administrative structure, which provided the options to bring 
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the issue to ballot. The opponents constantly looked for the opportunities to bring about changes 

by working within the system and exploited this “permanent feature of political landscape” 

(Goodwin & Jasper, 2009), therefore, optimized their outreach strategies to promote their ideas 

and collect residents’ signatures. As the result, they were successful to overturn the decision 

made earlier by the County Board of Commissioners.  

Another significant event in this case happened on October 2010 when the Clatsop 

County commissioners voted to uphold a county-hired hearing officer’s decision and granted 

conditional approval to OregonLNG (Oregon Pipeline LLC)’s land use application. This decision 

certified that OregonLNG’s pipeline proposal has met all the Clatsop County land use codes and 

standards; therefore, the company was conditionally allowed to run the 41-mile pipeline through 

Clatsop County. Months before that, recognizing the possibility of that the county commissioners 

might approve the proposal, opponents bolstered their campaigning effort to sway the vote in 

their favor during the May election for a new Board of Commissioners. In response to this 

approval, a non-profit environmental organization, Columbia Riverkeeper, helped the opponent 

groups to rapidly appeal the decision to the Land Use Board of Appeals. An overwhelming 

number of letters in the period from August to November 2010 expressed anger and opposition 

as this decision neglected the dissenting public testimony and sixty-seven percent opposition to 

the ballot vote (April, 2008) on having pipeline running through the parks. During May 2010, 

“endorsement for new commissioners” showed up as the predominant topic in one third of the 

comments to the editor, emphasizing that winning the vote would have a huge impact in 

preserving heritage, culture and resources. At that point, the election was opened for three spots. 

All three incumbents, who were perceived as allies of the LNG project backers, were defeated by 

their challengers who were against the LNG proposal and made it their priority issue in their 
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election campaign. Later, the new Board of Commissioners voted unanimously to reject the 

OregonLNG’s pipeline application.  Respondents who were opponents pointed out that the new 

Board of Commissioners, after May 2010 election, marked a “transformation” of local policy-

making body when the citizens’ input was taken more critically into the decision-making process 

(interview 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10).  

It is not a coincidence that the bankruptcy of Bradwood Landing in this month was also 

perceived to be influenced by the way opposition sparked. By then, both LUBA and new elected 

Clatsop County Board reconsidered and reversed the former Board’s pipeline permit. In sum, the 

openness and election-based political structure provided opponents with plenty of opportunities 

to mobilize, while the conflicts between opponents and the system’s closed-ness also explained 

how opposition provoked into mobilization.  

5.2.3. Collective Actions 

In order to examine the relationship between the political process and community 

collective actions, I reviewed the local newspapers and other Internet resources and found thirty-

five LNG-related contentious events including: protest, community education event, art-

performance donation event, movie night, and pipeline-site tour. Figure 8a presents the number 

of contentious events in general over the last eleven years, and Figure 8b breaks down into 

different types of event.  
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Figure 8a. Number of contentious events over time 

!

!

Figure 8b. Type of contentious events over time 

After merging these contentious events into the timelines of the two projects’ review 

process, aggregate results are as below. Twenty-one events were found to be associated with 

opportunities that arose at different government levels such as city and county public meetings, 

hearings and decision-making (5 events), state agencies public meetings and hearings (6 events), 
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FERC meetings, site visit and decision-making (9 events). Besides these events, there were five 

which were happening along the government review process, such as when the opponents rallied 

to call for their governor’s attention (July 2005), participated in the West Coast Convergence of 

Climate Action (August 2007), organized the talk of Chemistry Professor Jerry Havens from 

University of Arkansas (December 2007), participated in OregonLNG’s open house (June 2012), 

and celebrated the Global Frack-down Action Day (September 2012).  Lastly, there were six 

events that took place without a clear association with either government review process or any 

relating external factors. To sum up, we observe that in a majority of contentious events, 

especially protest and community education, opponents understood the urge to intervene 

sufficiently in the upcoming government review process and therefore saw these as political 

opportunities to mobilize. However, there were also cases when the opponents attempted to 

mobilize support without waiting for signals from the government, through which they have 

seemingly achieved significant results in engaging a broader public to participate and write 

letters. There were also cases when opponents did not necessarily count on either government 

signals or political context. Instead, they just worked to organize events, mostly in the form of 

movie nights and donation events, to draw public attention.   

5.3. Threat from the facility and risk communication 

In this study, threat refers to the potential economic, social and ecological impacts 

associated with the construction and operation of the LNG terminal and pipeline. Residents 

raised many concerns about the threat of having a LNG facility on the Columbia River, 

including: public safety, adverse environmental impacts, adverse impacts to local economy, and 
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neighborhood quality-of-life issues. Table 1 (Appendix) shows the major themes I found in terms 

of threats mentioned during my coding of letters-to-the-editor. 

When the LNG facility siting proposals were announced, the three prominent issues, 

which brought the opponents together were the cumulative danger to the fishermen as well as 

local community, salmon habitat and the river-based quality of life. In August 2005, Wahkiakum 

Friends of the River (a local citizens group) financially assisted Jerry Havens, a chemical 

engineering professor specializing in hazards of LNG at the University of Arkansas who is active 

in investigating LNG cases, for visiting and delivering pubic talks in Astoria and Portland. A talk 

by a recognized academician in the field was held before a local FERC hearing regarding public 

safety implications of Bradwood Landing LNG proposal, and provided opponents with 

information about the safety risks posed by an accidental spill or an attack on LNG vessels and 

how LNG safety aspects are being insufficiently addressed by the federal government (interview 

1,5). They acknowledged that an event of LNG tanker spill is highly unlikely, however, 

opponents felt that an LNG explosion would “essentially put the whole community in harm’s 

way” if ignited. An LNG fire can reach a half-mile in diameter, and cause second-degree burns 

to people even a mile away. Moreover, it was also stressed that a LNG fire in the shipping 

channel would be “so big” that the Astoria fire department would not be able to extinguish it.       

 

Figure 9. Comments in the letters-to-the-editor on safety issues 
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As the community learnt more about LNG, they continued rallying to address the 

vulnerability of the LNG facilities in different ways. Figure 9 is based on the comments in 

letters-to-the-editor on safety issues, presents the percentage of comments about explosion, 

earthquake, terrorists’ target, health and death, and the risks posed by the tankers to the protected 

airspace around the airport. The concern for the risks of an explosion was reiterated over time. In 

addition, the opponents also framed the threat communication in terms of vulnerability of the 

tankers in an earthquake and tsunami zone, underfunded emergency response crews, and the 

dreadful consequence if the facility becomes a target of terrorists. According to the Relative 

Earthquake Hazard Maps for selected coastal communities in Oregon (Oregon Department of 

Geology and Mineral Industries, 1999), the likelihood of Astoria-Warrenton urban area to 

experience the earthquake effects is delineated as follows:  

Amplification hazard8 and liquefaction hazard9 

are high on the Clatsop plain and floodplains of 

the Columbia and tributaries are low in the 

adjacent hills, which are bedrock. Earthquake-

induced landslide hazard is low on the Clatsop 

plain and floodplains, moderate in the adjacent 

hills, and especially high in a large area of  

Potential landslide. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8!Shaking!levels!at!a!site!may!be!increased,!or!amplified,!by!focusing!of!seismic!energy!caused!by!the!geometry!
of!the!sediment!velocity!structure,!such!as!basin!subsurface!topography,!or!by!surface!topography.!!!
9!A!process!by!which!waterPsaturated!sediment!temporarily!loses!strength!and!acts!as!a!fluid.!This!effect!can!
be!caused!by!earthquake!shaking.!!!
!

Figure 10. Plate-technonic map of the Pacific 
Northwest. Oregon is cut in half to show 
where earthquakes originate below the surface 
(asterisks). 
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Opponent respondents strongly believed that areas of Astoria and Warrenton are 

susceptible to a large earthquake of magnitude 8 or 9, with subsequent tsunami. The last rupture 

of this subduction zone occurred 350 years ago, therein, it is projected to recur in one in three 

chances in the next 50 years (interview 3,4,5,10). Both proponents and opponents mentioned that 

Skipanon Peninsula is a poor site to build an industrial facility because it is busy, populated and 

unstable (interview1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10). While showing a map of Skipanon Peninsula, a 

respondent’s summarized that there was a horrendous threat to the surrounding area from an 

LNG accident:  

“We are concerned about a three-

mile radius whereas FERC is really 

concerned about one mile. There is a 

vulnerable population in this safety area and 

nobody takes it seriously. What is within one 

mile here is Warrenton Fire Department. 

Warrenton Grade School and Astoria 

Airport are right here within two miles. And 

here are Warrenton High, Gray Elementary 

and Astoria High. Highway 101 is within 2 

mile and would have to be shut down if 

there is an accident.” (Interview 1) 

Another crucial concern revealed from the interviews is about the vulnerability of salmon 

habitat and affected species. The Columbia River is one of the few large salmon runs remaining 

and its estuary is home of not only anadromous salmonids throughout the Columbia River basin 

Figure 11. Danger-zone map of Oregon LNG facility  
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but also very sensitive wetlands, shallow water, riparian, nursery and stream habitats. An 

interviewee reflected:  

The place they are putting the terminal is absolutely the most dangerous to the 

fish rounds, and those rounds are life history pathway in which salmon moves between 

freshwater and marine environment. If you interrupt even one year of that round, the 

whole thing dies because there is no next generation. They [Bradwood Landing] may not 

even know it, because they sent people out here who didn’t know from the head to the tail 

of a fish.” (Interview 3)  

!

Figure 11. Comments in letters-to-the-editor on environmental issues 

In the letters to the editors mentioning about environmental concerns (Figure 12), 24% of 

comments demonstrated opponent’s frustration about the damaging consequences of extensive 

dredging (1.2 million cubic yards and 300,000 cubic yards every 3 years) and disposal on the 

estuary, and aquatic life in the Columbia River. Additionally, 47% of comments directly 

identified salmon habitat as one of the most valuable resource of the Columbia River. 
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   Last but not least, the neighborhood’s quality-of-life issues were continuously repeated as 

the opponents’ concern in the first place. Six opponent interviewees were extremely concerned 

that the LNG terminal and tankers would disturb the tourism appeal of the area. Specifically, they 

were worried that the security requirement of shipping LNG along the river would militarize the 

mouth of Columbia, which does not only threaten the community’s economic vibrancy but also 

interrupts many local cultural values. An opponent, whose house looks out to the Columbia River, 

expressed his desire to develop the area into a destination for tourists and retirees, rather than an 

industrial site:   

 The damage to the Columbia River first drew us to this issue. Then it will kill the 

tourism industry. A big industrial site that would lead to more industrial sites, and it 

would be huge digging out of the river. It would be danger a to the fisherman from the 

passing zone. It really scared me with the thought of this Oregon site being 

industrialized.  (Interview 4) 

After the first two years, there was a noticeable change in how opponents perceived the 

prevailing threats from the LNG facility, from concerns about its economic harms to local 

businesses and housing market, to more about negative impacts on environmental quality of 

regional rivers and estuary, as well as the threat to the salmon habitat. This point of time also 

coincided with the contentious period when the two companies submitted several official 

documents to federal government, when many government environmental review processes were 

proceeding. Figure 13 summarizes the concerns on threats in comments-to-the-editors, at the 

same time, represents the number of letters opposing against the proposals.  
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Figure 12. Comments in letters-to-the-editor on threats 

In the first two years of the movement, 37% of comments in letters-to-the-editor by the 

opponents mentioned that the main reason for their opposition was because the facility casted 

doubt on the future economy of the region. Of all these comments, 15% explained that the 

narrow shipping channel would push many of fisherman and other shippers and boaters in 

Columbia River out of jobs because of numerous navigational hazards. Five opponent 

interviewees questioned the trade-off between the number of jobs created during the facility 

construction and operation and the adverse impact on tourist and fishing industries, property 

value, the ability of the town to attract other businesses, and thus, long term socio-economic 

degradation.  

As the community learned more about LNG and the associated review process, there was 

a huge increase in the number of comments-to-the-editors, which emphasized the replacement of 

grave environmental concerns to economic concerns as the most highlighted threat. As 

aforementioned, opponents perceive that the LNG facility will impose serious environmental 
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harms to the Columbia River estuary, an area at the center of a regional and national effort to 

restore endangered and threatened salmonids (U.S Environment Protection Agency, 1987).   

Several opponent leaders revealed about the monthly coalition’s and local citizens 

group’s meetings to determine mainstream strategies, and when and how to go about protesting, 

submitting testimonials, and writing letters.  Little has been confirmed, but at least, there were 

several hints about more consistent strategies and tactics that were being put into the work of risk 

communications to attract more public attention and collective action (interview 1,6,8). By 

linking all these events, the spike in the number of letters to the editors in the second period 

suggests that the community participation was linked to how residents view prevailing risks from 

the facility in different stages of review process, and spiked whenever the two companies had a 

step closer to the application accomplishment.  

5.4. Resources 

Resource mobilization theorists argue that when there is a sufficient level of resources, it 

is more likely for political opportunities to shape and sustain actions (Carmin, 2003).  In what 

follows, I will examine four primary types of resources, namely organizational, experience, 

information and funding, which were adopted by opponents in Astoria and Warrenton for 

expressing concerns and taking actions.  

5.4.1. Organizational resources 

Even though opponents were able to almost immediately mobilize local residents against 

LNG, after learning about OregonLNG proposal (Nov 2004), they quickly understood that the 

process is very complex and challenging for average citizens to participate effectively (interview 
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1,8). Of all environmental organizations contacted throughout the Northwest, Columbia 

Riverkeeper was the only one that agreed to help with the opposition movement in Astoria and 

Warrenton (interview 1). When we asked about the resources which contributed to the 

mobilization of opponents, seven opponents valued Columbia RiverKeeper as the greatest 

resource, who played a key role in the their victory against Bradwood Landing as well as for 

sustaining their opposition against OregonLNG. Riverkeeper, according to opponent 

respondents, continues to be very active in the fight against LNG, especially in its interventions 

in Clatsop County’s mainstream legislation and legal decision-making. In September 2008, 

Riverkeeper worked with two other community groups, Columbia River Business Alliance and 

NW Property Right Coalition, to place the referendum on the ballot and successfully overturned 

the County’s aforementioned pipelines approval for Bradwood Landing. Other of these 

interventions, Riverkeeper has won several major legal victories when it appealed Clatsop 

County’s decisions, which favored Bradwood Landing (March and July 2008), and OregonLNG 

(2010), to the Land Use Board of Appeals. The opponents recognized the importance of having a 

professional leader supporting the movement. Four interviewees emphasized countless efforts 

and networking capacity of Riverkeeper in bringing together a grassroots coalition of tribes, 

farmers, foresters, fishermen and active community members to oppose the projects. Meanwhile, 

three others highly valued the organization’s professional skills and training which assisted the 

local grassroots coalition in identifying appropriate targets and strategies to implement the plan 

of opposition.  

 Another important resource, which strongly influenced public participation movement in 

this context, emerged from the local community itself.  The majority of opponents are older and 

retired, are local residents, or have settled down in Astoria their retirement (interview 1, 4). At 
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first, concerns toward potential impacts posed by the LNG terminals brought a handful of 

individuals together and they formed small groups, with a scheduled meeting for once or twice a 

month, to learn about LNG in general (interview 4, 6,7). The first organization to work against 

LNG was based in Warrenton, People for Responsible Prosperity. RiverVision started after the 

Bradwood Landing proposal was announced (2005) and sparked a strong opposition, which 

lasted for four to five years before it faded out. In 2012, members of RiverVision gathered and 

revitalized the group under a new name, Columbia Pacific Common Sense, which is the most 

active local group at this point of time. With some help from Columbia Riverkeeper, “the group 

members were able focus on specific goals, foster more community education activities”, and 

find their way to coordinate with more regional coalitions and community groups such as 

Wahkiakum Friends of the River (Washington-based), Oregon Citizens Against the Pipeline, 

Landowner and Citizens for a Safe Community (Landview-based), Lower Columbia 

Coordinating Committee, Landowners and Citizens for a Safe Community, etc. This group has a 

regular monthly meeting with a pre-determined time, location and agenda for discussion 

(interview 1,9). In sum, with knowledge, time, and effort throughout the last ten years, the 

opponents maintained a very well-organized network to “keep the group informed about the 

events, and when to testify and write letters” (1, 4, 6, 7, and 8). 

5.4.2. Experience  

  All of the opponent respondents had participated in other political activities. Six of them, 

in particular, played an active role in a number of community groups, prior to the announcement 

of the LNG proposals. As a result, experience has been an important resource, which allowed 

opponents to employ tactics they learnt from their political involvement in the past to advance 
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their position with LNG. The opponents had prior experience in different avenues such as public 

education coordination, election campaign, fundraising, and technical background research, has 

helped to bring in knowledge, skills, resources and opportunities to deal effectively with the 

issues.  

“There are a lot people who are active in the LNG groups are also active in other 

groups as well of course, so what we have found that work very best is that we try to have 

meetings for a purpose and set some activities such as public education meetings, films 

about the Columbia River and about LNG. We try to get more public involvement and 

awareness. We encourage people to write letter to the editor.” (Interview 4) 

Moreover, experience gathered from other energy proposals also facilitated public 

participation in its own way:  

“When we first started on the LNG fight, I read about the Fall River LNG import 

proposal in Massachusetts, and I understand how the FERC process works… More 

recently, we teamed up with people in California who successfully won the fight again the 

LNG import terminal proposal in California. And we talked to them about how the FERC 

process works and how the state can actually engage aggressively in the process. Finally 

we come back to Oregon, we have learned from our own state’s fights in facilitating the 

campaigns relating to coal terminals, and power plants. We understood that we have to 

engage at every level of the local, state, and federal permitting processes and then 

motivate people to engage there to make their statement about what they feel. In that 

sense we’ve learned a lot from other proposals.” (Interview 10) 

The key actor, above, identified learning from other community’ experience with LNG, 

or from Oregon citizen’s opposition against other environment-sensitive developments, 

providing knowledge and incentives for the leaders to direct the actions in every level of the 

permitting process. Additionally, a few opponents mentioned that learning from the experience 
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of other communities gave them the inspiration to take action.  

5.4.3. Information 

 The email list, created during prior political activities, was agreed to be the most 

powerful information resource of the opponents (interview 1,2,6,7,8,9). Opponent interviews 

also mentioned about various online information resource, including news articles, online 

postings in blogs and Yahoo groups, web pages and newsletter, which were used to purvey their 

updates and messages.  Besides, three opponents viewed local newspaper as a great access of 

information, as well as an established venue to draw public attention to the issues and opposition 

activities. To enhance public notice, opponents also invited guest speakers from outside of the 

community to visit, give speeches and testify in the public meetings.   

 It is worth noticing that even though opponents have put tremendous attempts to optimize 

the use of existing information resources, they expressed the disappointment with regards to the 

information asymmetry between the companies and government agencies. All opponent 

respondents were displeased with the inadequate information and public engagement in the 

company’s open house events, and viewed these as “check the box” meetings. Due to the 

complexity and multilayers of the issues, all opponents expressed their struggles to understand 

the wide-reaching impacts of the LNG projects, and to catch up with the permitting process. 

Seven interviewees thought that the Environmental Impact Statement depends heavily on the 

information provided by the companies, therefore, might be biased toward the proposed projects.  

5.4.4. Funding 

 All opponent interviewees emphasized that their community group has not been receiving 
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any support, monetary or otherwise, from outside the community. They explained that the 

funding budget came from their own money, and community donations. A key opponent 

mentioned that he spent more than $20,000 to establish an office for RiverVision, to 

communicate with 225 group members.10 In fact, the community group had run a yearly art event 

called “Spirit of the River” for five years, to collect donations to support Columbia Riverkeeper, 

as well as the community’s grassroots activities. It is critical that, even though opponents 

mentioned that there is a huge disparity in monetary support between the companies and 

community groups, they acknowledged that they received other non-monetary support from the 

community such as space to hold meetings and art products for donation events.   

6. Conclusion 

6.1. Discussion 

From the existing literature, I elicited evidences to analyze the role of context (Meyer & 

Minkoff, 2004), consisting of the demographic change, and the lack of trust in LNG companies 

and government, in offering the horizon of opportunity for collective actions to emerge. Firstly, 

the lack of trust, resulted from community’s experience with the pro-development local 

government and previous industry, especially with the property lease signed without public 

notice, was critical in creating a veritable firestorm of public opposition from the very beginning. 

Secondly, the demographic change since 1980s triggered the conflict of representativeness 

between the former elected officials and the growing segment in the community. This conflict 

did not only urge the efforts to make changes in the political systems, but also introduced the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10!The!Oregonian!–!LNG!foes!will!need!more!fuel.!Akex!Pulaski.!!
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potential entrepreneurs (Tarrow, 1996, 1998), who were responsible and capable of pushing 

through the changes (Hiner, 2014).  

The most important finding to answer the first research question of this study is as 

followed. Opponents perceived that there were a lot of opportunities for the public to give their 

opinion during the review process, however, believed that their inputs were not necessarily 

incorporated in the decision-making. Taking together, the participation resulting from the current 

institutional access has been limited. While NEPA provisions, as well as local environmental 

review process, ensure to give public the opportunity to voice their concerns before any federal, 

state and local government’s environmental decision-making activities, and allow all rulings to 

be appealed to the appropriate courts; there were very limited ways, if not a lawsuit, perceived to 

yield impacts on an agency’s implementation decision (Williams, 2002).  

Another key finding of this study highlighted the three foundational factors, mentioned in 

social movement literature, for mobilization to occur. When opponents believed that they were 

not heard, they put tremendous efforts to utilize the political opportunity, framing structure and 

resources to create their own political opportunities to advance their position (McAdam, 

McCarthy & Zald, Carmin, 2003; H. Schaffer Boudet & Ortolano, 2010; Boudet & Bell, 2014). 

Drawing on the framing of threats posed by the facility, this study agrees with Schaffer Boudet 

& Ortolano (2010) and Devlin & Yap (2008) that safety threat is just one of many risks, like 

those concerning harms to commercial and tourism businesses on the Columbia River, to the 

estuary and salmon habitat, which can serve as sufficient frames to support mobilization. Last 

but not least, regarding the resource utilization, I also examined the roles of an environmental 
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non-profit, Columbia Riverkeeper, as well as the community mobilizing experience as 

indispensable factors to drive public participation (McAdam, 1982; McCarthy & Zald, 1977).  

6.2. Limitations and Future Research 

There are several limitations to this study that should be taken into consideration when 

interpreting the findings. Firstly, the generalizability of these findings is limited due to the 

study’s small sample size. The majority of opponents, who I talked to, participated actively from 

the first day of the process. Therefore, while this study can present specifically about the 

opposition movement against LNG facility proposals on the Columbia River, it does not fully 

capture the community reactions in response to other cases. Upcoming research should take into 

consideration the experience of underserved and minority population, particularly Native 

American tribes, who may lack the opportunity and resource to participate effectively in the 

policy system (Durant, Fiorino, & O'Leary, 2004).  

Secondly, this study was unable to analyze the mobilization activities undertaken by the 

proponents. During the last 11 years, there were 110 letters-to-the-editor written in support of the 

projects. Based on what have been collected from the conversations with three proponents 

(interview 11, 12, 13), people who support the projects are mostly concerned about the amount 

of jobs and tax revenue created during the construction and operation of the facility. According 

to the proponent interviewees, they are aware of the fact that a large proportion of jobs would 

require advanced engineering techniques and expertise, which most of local population do not 

possess. However, they believe the amount of new side jobs and expected increase in the tax 

revenue would have a positive impact on the local economy and welfare system. Even though 

there is a general perception among the opponents (interview 1,3,4,5,6,7,9) that most proponents 
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who showed up at public meetings and submitted testimonial are union workers, there has not 

been any official group organized to approach a larger audience, or the authority (interview 

16,18,21).  Apart from these preliminary findings, following questions have left unanswered:  

P How does political opportunity, threat, framing process and resource matter to 

the supporters’ actions?  

P How these perceptions varies when supporters framed their effort, compare with 

what opponents have done? 

Future research should seek to complement this gap in the literature about the differences 

in perceptions and practices of public participation and mobilization activities between project 

opponents and supporters (Boudet, 2010; Eldelstein, 2004; Huber, 2001).  

Another limitation of this study is that most of the data is collected from the local 

newspaper’s articles, and letters-to-the-editor. We do not know the whether the newspapers were 

impartial in this issue, as well as the extent of selection bias among those who wrote the letters-

to-the-editor. Therefore, we could be evaluating the perception of individuals who are more 

acquainted with the newspapers than the common crowd. An analysis of public participation 

through regulatory documents during the decision-making process would provide a solution for 

the above issue.   

Last but not least, while we relied on the literature of political process and social 

movement study, which suggest a robust framework to examine the public participation in 

response to decision-making, the theoretical justification for this research’s approach is limited. 

Therefore, it is strongly recommended to follow up this research with a more prudent strategy, 
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such as a comparative study on different LNG cases proposed in the Northwest. Such systematic 

comparison study would shed light to understand the role and effect of a particular factor during 

different stages in the public participation process (McAdam & Boudet, 2012)  

6.3. Implications 

This research suggests policy-makers to undertake the following:  

Firstly, policies need to restore the public trust in government agencies and officials, 

particularly with FERC. In order to improve the public trust and foster public participation in 

LNG facility siting, the agencies could consider creating the site-specific technical and 

community advisory program, to assist government agencies, applicant, and citizens groups to 

release information relating to their activities to the public. It is imperative for the technical and 

community advisory program to undertake the following: 

P Provide a forum for stakeholders and agencies to discuss and understand differences in 

frames of references, competing needs, and regulatory requirements of the government, 

applicant, and affected communities. 

P Encourage efficiency and transparency by having involved agencies work together to 

develop products, such as public stakeholders’ guideline for public participation (Lebeck, 2006), 

environmental justice survey (D’Amato, Sanchez, McLaughlin, 2013).   

P Assure an adequate assistant to low-income, minority communities, as well as impacted 

neighborhood, to have information and skills that is necessary to become effective participants in 

the decision-making process.  
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Such agency-professional organization-citizen alliance (Boudet & Ortolano, 2010) might 

create trust and public confidence in the agency, as well as improving informational resources 

for mobilizing activities.  

Secondly, policies need to engage more public conversations and comments in the 

decision-making process. Government agencies should consider to make extensive use to the 

news media and computer network to better communicate with and address other agencies’ and 

citizen’s comments.  

- FERC is highly encouraged to improve their means of communication, via emails, news 

articles, online postings, etc., to provide public with notice about important timeline, especially 

comment periods.  

P Agencies need not reply to every comments received during the comment period, but 

could create a section on their web page, or publish periodical newsletter, to provide adequate 

responses to comments, which are significant to the reviewing criteria and process (Lebeck, 

2006)  

P Agencies, particularly in federal level, need to actively reach out, and ensure the delivery 

of public notice, to communities who are directly impacted as well as underserved population.  

P Agencies need to improve web page’s accessibility, responsiveness and user-friendliness. 

This development would not only improve citizens’ access to issue updates, but potentially 

empower their ability to cooperate and participate in digital information system.  
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APPENDIX A 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

PROJECT TITLE:  LNG Export 

 

Questions for agency staff / city planners / county officials 

1. Please tell me about the issues that have historically driven politics in your community, prior 

to the announcement of the proposed LNG facility(s) (education, land use, employment, 

etc.). 

a. Please list the community groups that were most active prior to the announcement of the 

siting proposal(s). 

b. What were the specific interests and concerns of each of these groups? 

c. How responsive have elected representatives / decision makers been to community groups in 

the past? Can you provide specific examples? 

 

2. What can you tell me about the individuals and groups that have been active during the siting 

process (environmental groups, businesses, neighborhood associations, unions, etc.)?   

a. What were the specific interests and concerns of each of these groups? 

b. How did these groups come together / form in response to the proposal(s)? 

c. How would you characterize the response of elected representatives / decision makers 

to each group’s interests? Can you provide specific examples? 

d. How would you characterize the response of the proponent(s) of the project(s) to each 

group’s interests to particular groups’ interests? Can you provide specific examples?  

e. How would you characterize the resources available to opponents of the project? Supporters 

of the project? 

f. Have community groups been receiving support, monetary or otherwise, from outside the 

community? 

g. What were the stances of political and business leaders in the community about the project? 

Did they changed over time? Why? 

h. What has been the effect, if any, of the change in type of facility from import to export on 

public interest in the siting proposal(s)? 
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3. What forms of public participation have been used by elected officials and decision makers 

during the process of siting the project(s)? By the proponent(s)? 

a. What was the nature of public involvement in the planning process? 

b. What role did you play in this process? 

c. When were these participation processes implemented? 

d. Did you attend or facilitate any of these processes? 

e. Were all interested parties fully able to express their concerns? 

f. In your opinion, were there any groups that were left out of or marginalized from these 

processes? Why or why not? 

g. What role did experts or expert knowledge play in providing comments on the project? Can 

you provide specific examples?  

h. What role did the comments play in the decision making process? Can you provide 

specific examples of changes made to the plan as a result of comments received? 

 

4. How have community members and groups made their voices heard outside of these 

processes for participation in decision-making (ballot initiatives, letter-writing campaigns, 

protests, social media, etc.)? 

a. Have you been surprised by the community’s reaction to the proposal(s)? Why or why not? 

b. Do you anticipate lawsuits as a result of the siting process? If so, around which issues? 

c. Have particular events are actions galvanized community involvement or action regarding the 

siting proposal? Probe here. 

d. Are you aware of any interactions between active participants in this process and those 

elsewhere in the state? If so, can you provide examples? 

 

5. Are there any important issues related to the project(s) that we haven’t covered ye 
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Questions for Active Community Members 

1. I would first like to ask you some questions about your political involvement prior to the 

announcement of the proposed facility. 

a. Did you attend city/county/agency meetings prior to the announcement of the proposal(s)? If 

so, please tell me about the types of political issues that you were most interested in. Dates 

are helpful as well.  

b. Prior to the announcement, were you involved in any community groups?  

c. Did you participate in any other political activities, outside of official meetings/hearings, 

prior to the announcement of the LNG proposal? 

d. Have you run for political office? 

e. How responsive have elected representatives and business leaders been to community groups 

in the past? Can you provide specific examples? 

f. What issues have historically driven politics in the community prior to the announcement of 

the proposed LNG facility (education, land use, employment, etc.)? 

2. Did you attend city/county/agency meetings after the announcement of the LNG proposal(s)? 

a. If so, what was it about the LNG issue that got you interested in attending? If not, why not? 

b. Did you get involved as part of a community group? Which one and why that group? 

c. What are your specific interests and concerns about the LNG proposal(s)? 

d. Do you feel your voice has been heard during the process? 

e. How would you characterize the resources available to supporters and opponents the 

project(s)? 

f. Have you (or your community group) been receiving support, monetary or otherwise, from 

outside the community? 

g. Did you learn from the experiences of other communities in similar situations? Can you 

provide specific examples? 

h. What are the stances of political and business leaders in the community about the project? 

Have they changed over time? Why? 

i. What has been the effect, if any, of the change in type of facility from import to export on 

public interest in the siting proposal(s)? 
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3. What forms of public participation were used by the city during the process? By the 

proponent(s)? 

a. When were these participation processes implemented? 

b. Did you attend any of these processes? 

c. If so, were all interested parties fully able to express their concerns? 

d. In your opinion, were there any groups that felt marginalized by the process? Why or why 

not? 

e. Would you characterize the public input process associated with the project as fair? Why or 

why not? 

f. What role did the comments play in the decision making process? Can you provide specific 

examples of changes made to the plan as a result of comments received? 

 

4. Have you participated in any other political activities, outside of official meetings/hearings 

organized by the city, in response to the siting proposal, including ballot initiatives, letter-

writing campaigns, protests, etc.? 

a. Did you or your group join a larger network of groups in opposition to (or in support of) this 

particular LNG project? If so, which one(s) and how? If not, why not? 

b. Did you or your group join a larger network of groups in opposition to (or in support of) LNG 

projects in general? If so, which one(s) and how? If not, why not? 

c. Have you been surprised by the community’s reaction to the siting proposal? Why or why 

not? 

d. Have particular events are actions galvanized your involvement regarding the siting proposal? 

Probe here. 

e. [If multiple projects were proposed in the county] Were any projects more controversial than 

others? If so, why? 

 

5. Are there any important issues related to the project(s) that we haven’t covered yet? 
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APPENDIX B 
Table 1 – Description of major themes in the interviews and letters-to-the-editor 

ISSUES DEFINITIONS EXAMPLES 
PUBLIC 
SAFETY 

Communities who live and 
work around the terminal as 
well as along the high-pressure 
pipeline face the highest risks 
from LNG accidents; 

“I am deeply concerned about the growing 
possibility of a liquefied-natural-gas facility on 
the Columbia River. Safety is one of my major 
concerns. The proposed LNG site will bring in 
hazardous material. If a terminal or pipeline is 
breached, it could create a massive fireball.” 
(Mar 28th, 2005) 

 Siting location in the sand spit 
on an earthquake zone would 
pose significant risk to local 
residents; 

“We have plans being presented for evacuation 
and survival in case of an earthquake and 
possible tsunami. If an LNG depot were built, the 
results of a quake would be catastrophic. And the 
experts say that the expectations for a quake are 
not if but when.”(Apr 8th, 2005) 

 Facility might become a target 
of terrorist; 

 

“This is a dangerous proposal that could hold 
our residents in captive and constant fear of 
terrorists targeting our beloved port city.”(Jul 
28th, 2006) 

 Others: airport; unfunded fire 
and police department, and 
Coast Guard human resource; 
other facility’s accidents, etc.; 

 

ENVIRONM-
ENTAL 

IMPACTS 

Destruction to the salmon 
habitat and other endangered 
species; 

The place they are putting the terminal is 
absolutely the most dangerous to the fish rounds, 
and those rounds are life history pathway in 
which salmon moves between freshwater and 
marine environment. If you interrupt even one 
year of that round, the whole thing dies because 
there is no next generation. They [Bradwood 
Landing] may not even know it, because they 
sent people out here who didn’t know from the 
head to the tail of a fish.” (interview 3)  

 Fossil fuel and pollution to the 
coastal ecology system; 

“I don’t support the building of any liquefied 
natural gas project because LNG facilities 
increase our dependency on fossil fuels.”(Nov 4th 
2011) 

 Others: pollution, pipeline 
impacts, venue to the 
development of alternative 
energies, etc.; 
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ECONOMIC 

IMPACT 

Narrow shipping channels will 
cause loss of areas and jobs for 
local prominent businesses 
like tourism, sport fishing and 
commercial fishing; 

“The huge security requirements the LNG 
tankers need will displace other river commerce, 
including the growing tourism industry, 
fishermen, and shipping commerce along the 
river, all of which must give way to allow LNG 
tankers the security clearance they need.”(Nov 
11th, 2007) 

 Property value is likely to 
decline when the area is 
industrialized; 

“The presence of an LNG facility, and the 
security and environmental issues that it would 
bring, would have a negative impact on our 
property values.”(Sept 14th, 2007) 

 The security requirements 
around construction and 
operation of LNG facility 
might put an undue burden on 
resident’s tax dollars; 

“Our fire departments need more fire trucks, and 
a few more fire stations, and emergency response 
vehicles - especially after we see how much 
money it will cost us to protect ourselves from 
your liquefied natural gas terminal, supertankers 
and pipeline.”(Aug 25th, 2006) 

 Exporting gas might spur the 
domestic gas price; 

“The drive to export natural gas is already a 
national story, because allowing those exports 
would increase the price for domestic natural 
gas, to the detriment of business and residential 
customers.”(Sep 27th, 2011) 

 Others: road traffic, LNG jobs 
are not for local employees; 

 

QUALITY-

OF-LIFE 

ISSUES 

LNG terminal threatens the 
neighborhood’s aesthetic 
values; 

“The biggest asset for living here is the natural 
beauty we all enjoy, which draws people here to 
recreate from the larger urban areas… I don't 
think that the proposed sites for LNG will 
continue that enhancement.”(May 13th, 2005) 

 The construction and operation 
of LNG facility could yield 
negative social impacts, 
therefore, put community’s 
peace and culture at risk;  

"It's everything. There would be constant lights 
all day at the Skipanon Point, constant noise and 
fog from the cooling tanks. It would ruin this 
area and there would be huge ships (3 football 
field long) loaded with this explosive stuff… We 
would be part of a fossil fuel industry. Any place 
like that is dead." (interview 9) 

PUBLIC 

INTEREST 

As the project will take natural 
gas from Canada and exports it 
to Asia market, there is 
uncertain benefit to local 
economies to take risks of 
being impacted by a 
potentially hazardous siting. 

The evidence demonstrates that the Bradwood 
Project is not in the public interest ...There is 
inadequate support for the majority's finding that 
the Bradwood Project is needed to meet the 
projected energy needs of the Pacific 
Northwest.”(Oct 23rd, 2009) 
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LOST OF 

TRUST 

Opponents believe that energy 
company would pursue profit 
with little concern for public 
health and environment 
integrity. They also doubt 
energy company’s financial 
status and trust worthiness; 

“We are becoming a staging area for the LNG 
speculators to reap huge financial rewards, 
while we assume the very real risks, and the 
costs, of security, safety and environmental and 
economic degradation.”(Jan 12th, 2007) 

 
 Opponents do not believe that 

the government would protect 
public interest against the 
energy company; 

"On the whole, the city and the port will talk the 
talk and [will not] walk the walk. Once in a while 
somebody is responsible but a lot of times no. 
There was a lot of "good old boy and girl" 
politics in Astoria, and everyone is connected to 
somebody that wants something." (interview 6) 

 FERC’s review process is 
perceived by opponents as 
unfair, and ignore local 
comments and interests;   

“I would not characterize it as fair. FERC is 
dismissive of public input and does a poor job of 
incorporating even state concerns and concerns 
from other federal agencies, so I do not think it’s 
a fair process. It’s as close to a rubber stamp as 
you can get. The people who have been to the 
hearings get the impression that their input is not 
taken seriously and we get the impression that 
FERC has already made up their minds, and 
when you look at their record, FERC very, very 
seldom rejects an LNG proposal. (interview 8) 

 Others: eminent domain, 
NEPA process, recall 
commissioner, etc. 

 

 

 
OTHERS Experience and information 

from other LNG facilities; 
“… There was [opposition in] Eureka, CA. We 
follow the news and what happened in San Bruno 
where the pipeline exploded. In Plymouth, WA 
they just had an LNG tank explosion and the 
people had to evacuate [within 2 miles]... Dmetri 
was from Sockland island in Russia. Shell has an 
LNG facility there that killed lots and lots of fish, 
the whales were dying.” (interview 3) 

 National energy security issue; “ None of us should be surprised at the 
incoherence of our national energy discussion. 
Are we dependent on fossil fuels, are we striving 
for energy independence, or are we eager to 
export our natural resources? And what kind of 
environmental goal are we pursuing.” (Apr 24th, 
2012) 
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 Call for more oppositions; 

 

“Everyone should be calling the people who 
work for us demanding that Oregon LNG get out 
of town, some things simply are not negotiable. 
Right now is a No LNG moment.” (Apr 4th, 2014) 

 The switch between import to 
export facility; 

Exporting natural gas has hardened opposition 
to the project … When you’re talking about 
shipping fracked gas to oversea markets, this 
shifts the public toward our [the opposition’s] 
direction because the projects are so different 
than what they originally proposed. [The LNG 
companies] have supported LNG for years on 
end, they said they would never export LNG and 
called us conspiracy theorists and then- all of a 
sudden- it flipped to exporting LNG. People in 
Oregon who were against the pipeline really 
noticed that. Opponents were anticipating this 
twist even before it happened. This inspired 
people to stay connected to this project.” 
(interview 10) 

 

!

!

 

!
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APPENDIX C 

Table 2 – Information of interviews 

Interview Date Ideal Type Time Location 

1. C. Johnson 7–Aug-2014 Columbia Pacific Commonsense 1hour 25 mins Astoria 

2. C. Newman 5–Aug-2014 Columbia Pacific Commonsense 1 hour 50 mins Astoria 

3. C. Dominey 6-Aug-2014 Opponent 1 hour Astoria 

4. J. Dominey 6-Aug-2014 Opponent 1 hour Astoria 

5. L. Caplan 7-Aug-2014 Columbia Pacific Commonsense 1 hour 40 mins Astoria 

6. L. Durheim  5-Aug-2014 Columbia Pacific Commonsense 1 hour Astoria 

7. T. 5-Aug-2014 Columbia Pacific Commonsense 1 hour Astoria 

8. P. Corcoran 7-Aug-2014 OSU Extension 40 mins Astoria 

9. S. Skinner  6-Aug-2014 Opponent 1 hour Astoria 

10. Anonymous 26-Jul-2014 Columbia Riverkeeper 1 hour 20 mins Telephone 

11. J. Dunzer 28-Aug-2014 Proponent (Conditional) 1 hour 10 mins Telephone 

12. R, Balkins 8-Sep-2014 Proponent (Conditional) 1 hour 10 mins Astoria 

13. E. Nyberg 8-Sep-2014 Proponent 30 mins Astoria 

14. K. Fritsch 9-Sep-2014 Warrenton City Manager 45 mins Warrenton 

15. S. Urling 9-Sep-2014 Warrenton City Planning Director 45 mins Warrenton 

16. J. Bunch 7-Aug-2014 Clatsop County Planning Staff 40 mins Astoria 

17. K. Sanders 27-Aug-2014 (Former) Port Commissioner 45 mins Telephone 

18. M. Weston 7-Aug-2014 Port Official 40 mins Telephone 

19. P. Trapp 6-Aug-2014 Port Official 25 mins Telephone 

20. A. Samuelson 9-Sep-2014 (Former) Clatsop County 

Commissioner 

1 hour Astoria 

21. S. Shribbs 4-Sep-2014 OR Department of Energy Staff 1 hour Salem 

22. T. Shorack 7-Aug-2014 The Daily Astorian Reporter 45 mins Astoria 
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